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ABSTRACT 
One of the three major clay-producing districts of California lies 
in Riverside and Orange Counties. The more commercially important 
clay pits and mines are distributed in the form of a horseshoe, whose 
axis, trending northwest-southeast, roughly coincides with the crest of 
----
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the Santa Ana Range. The eastern limb lies in the E,lsinore-Temescal 
Valley. The apex or closed erid corresponds with the northern tip of 
the range, while the western end lies in the foothills of the Santa Ana 
Mountains. 
According to ceramic use, these clays comprise many types but 
all can be classified into three broad divisions, namely, fire-clays, refrac-
tory bond-clays, and red-burning clays. Although more than thirty 
different clays are mined within this area, no one clay is used alone, 
all clay wares produced being a mixture of two or more separate types. 
According to origin, both residual and transported clays are 
present. All of the transported and a portion of the residual types 
apparently belong, geologically, to one Tertiary formation, known as 
the Martinez, of Eocene, age. The clays are thus a part of a sedimen-
tary series, considered to have been deposited under estuarine condi-
tions at the edge of a gradually encroaching sea. Coal is found in 
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Fro. 1. Index map of the area described in this report on clay deposits of Orange 
and Riverside counties. 
close association with all of the transported clays. Its presence indi-
cates that a humid-temperate climate existed when these clays were 
deposited. Although the presence of organic acids undoubtedly played 
a part in the formation of some of the clays derived from the original 
materials, certain other types of the residual class can not be explained 
in this manner, since they are not associated with coal. Volcanic 
material of a rhyolitic type has been found to be present both in situ 
and in the sediments and to have been altered in place, thus giving 
rise to the formation of residual and transported clays, which are ben-
tonitic when derived from tuffaceous material. 
INTRODUCTION 
Location of t he Deposits. 
The most important clay-producing areas in southern California 
ar.e confined to three counties, namely, in rapidly decreasing order of 
importance, Riverside, Orange, and San Diego. Only a few of the 
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more important occurrences in Riverside and Orange counties are 
described in this paper. ]'or further discussion of individual deposits 
the reader is referred to the excellent state report by Dietrich.1 
The Elsinore and Corona topographic quadrangles of the U. S. 
Geological Survey cover the area und er discussion. The general locali-
ties of the clay-producing properties may be found on Plate 1. 
Extent of Work. 
Although the deposits have been described by Dietrich, Ries/ 
J_,inton, 3 Hill, 4 Burchfield," and others, very little geologic work has 
heretofore been published on the clays of southern California, consid-
ering this area as a unit. 
This report embodies information gathered in the field in 1929, 
1930 and 1931. It describes the general geologic structure of the area, 
the stratigraphy which has a bearing on the origin and conditions of 
deposition of the clays, and the details of the more important types of 
deposits . . \'Vhile some of the problems of the origin of the clays are 
herein considered, it is intended that a more extended discussion will 
be published later, following the completion of a proj ected program of 
research. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE CLAYS 
COMMERCIAL CLASSIFICATION 
·Generally speaking, the clays found in the areas described in this 
report comprise three main commercial groups: (1) fire-clays, (2) 
refractory bond clays, and (3) low-vitrification point reel-burning clays. 
Fire Clays. 
The term fire-clay, properly speaking, refers to those clays capable 
of withstanding a high degree of heat. They are divided into three 
classes: plastic, nonplastic and flint fire-clays. 'rhey may or may not 
possess a high degree of plasticity. Those fire-clays which possess good 
plasticity, and good bonding powers when wet, dried or fired are 
FrG. 2. Alberhill distri c t looking east across th e vall ey. Th e Albe rhi ll min es 
are located in the hill in the midd le di s ta n ce. The la rg·e pit in the cente r is the 
Ma in pit, the one at the north side (left) is the Douglas s pit. In the right fore -
g r ound is the Pink Mottle pit of th e Los Angele s Bric k Company. 
generally placed by ceramists in a separate division, i.e., refractory 
bond clays. The fire-clays of this district have a fusing point above 
cone 27 ( 1605 o C.) and a fairly small shrinkage. 
Plastic Fi1·e-Clay. The plastic fire-clay group overlaps the refractory 
bond clays, and different manufacturers use the same clay for the two 
purposes. In general, plastic fire-clays possess a smaller shrinkage and 
a smaller fired strength than the bond clays, and usually are simply 
bond clays contaminated by a larger amount of sand. Plastic fire-clays 
contain a low percentage of fluxing impurities such as iron oxide, lime, 
magnesia and alkalies, and are invariably white or gray in color. 
Non-p~astic Fire-Clay, 'Bone' and Nodular Fi1·e-Clay. The nonplastic 
fire-clays include for the most part those clays known as 'bone' to the 
ceramist of the western States. The distinguishing characteristic of 
bone, aside from nonplasticity, is its pisolitic structure, which may 
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vary from a few irregularly spaced angular grains included in the 
clay, to a solid mass of rounded pisolites. The presence of these globu-
lar concretions have been taken in common geological usage to indicate 
the presence of gibbsite, or diaspore. Petrographic examination of thin 
sections of this material, however, failed to yield any substantiation of 
this supposition, although it was noted that the presence of the rounded 
pisolites invariably indicated a high alumina content which may be 
due to the presence of bauxite or amorphous alumina hydrate. 
Flint Fire-Clay. The flint fire-clays develop but little plasticity even 
when aged. They are hard and flint-like, with a smooth conchoidal 
fracture, and possess a very dense texture. It is not known in what 
specific characters the flint fire-clays differ from the ordinary plastic 
fire-clays. In this district, however, the original materials of the flint 
fire-clays are believed to have gone farther along in the process of 
decomposition and elimination of impurities. Further, the flint fire-
clays are only found in areas in which the sediments have suffered a 
comparatively greater amount of diastrophism. The physical charac-
ters of the clays of this type may be due to recrystallization of the 
mineral components of the clay in this horizon. 
Uses of Ji'i1·e-Clays. There is almost an endless variety of refractory 
clays. In general , they are employed in mixtures used in the manufac-
ture of various shapes of fil;e-brick, locomotive and furnace linings, 
saggers, etc. Some of these wares must resist heat alone, others rapid 
changes in temperature, abrasion, or chemical corrosion; many are 
called upon to resist compressional forces while at a high temperature. 
Consequently, the aim of the manufacturer is to select a mixture of 
clays which will give a ware best adapted to resist the environment 
under which it is to be used. 
Refractory Bond Clays. 
The refractory bond clays include those clays which, in addition 
to their refractory character, have a strong bonding power. The small 
amount of ball-clays found in this district are included under this 
class. In general, clays in this class should have a high transverse 
strength and should be able to bind together materials of less cohesive-
ness. In the area concerned the plastic fire-clays are in reality bond 
clays which, by reason of the sand included in the material , can not 
to any great extent be further admixed with low strength materials. 
'l'herefore the qualities described under plastic fire-clays also apply to 
this class. In addition to their use in refractory shapes, the refractory 
bond clays are also widely employed as a plasticizing agent in white-
ware mixtures. 
Red-Burning Clays. 
The low-vitrification-point red-burning clays include those mate-
rials which contain sufficient iron oxide and other fluxes so that they 
have the properties their name implies. They usually represent mate-
rial which was originally more impure or insufficiently decomposed 
and leached, either in place, previous to transportation, or during 
transportation. In a few cases, the presence of fluxes is due to con-
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tamination by solutions bringing impurities from the outside, and 
depositing them in the pore spaces of the materials. 
The specifications of this type of clay are as follows : good plas-
ticity, ability to dry and burn without warping or cr acking, well-
dried or burned transverse strength, freedom from lumpy impurities 
and soluble salts, and ability to take a sa lt-glaze. 
The uses of this type of clays are innumerable. ·Any product 
in which a red color or low vitr ification temperature are desired , may 
usually be made of this material. Sewer pipe, common brick, hollow 
and roofing tile, electric conduit, and red pottery are examples. 
F IG. 3. Main pit at Alberhi ll. This is the la rgest c lay mine in Cali fomia. 
The beds of transported c lays exposed, that have been mine d, comprise a total 
thickness of ove r 50 ft. (right) and are cut off by a north-south fau l t (l e ft 
center). 
GENE'fiC CL ASSIFICATIO N 
According to origin, the clays found in the district may be 
divided into two main classes: (1) r esidual clays and (2) transported 
clays. Residual clays include those which have developed by altera-
tion in place of the source material, while transported clays are those 
which have been produced by alteration before or during transporta-
tion. Minor secondary changes have taken place in the clays of both 
classes. 
Most of the clays in the district, including all of the purer types, 
belong to the transported class. 'l'hus fire-clays and refractory bond 
clays represent the transported class, while the r ed-burning clays may 
belong to either the transported or the residual class . Examples of 
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the transported class include all of the Corona-McKnight, Goat Ranch-
Claymont, Serrano El Toro, and most of the Alberhill types of clay. 
Residual clays are represented by the Wildomar, and portions of the 
Alberhill group . 
Some of the clays dealt with in this discussion might be termed 
bentonitic in the sense of their origin. That is, they are considered to 
be the result of chemical alteration and devitrification of the glassy 
particles of tuffs . rrhe term, however, as used here does not neces-
sarily connote the physical properties of swelling, etc., which the non-
technical use of the word implies. 
GEN ERAL GEOLOGY 
S'l'RA'l'IGR.APHY 
Base m e n t C o m p lex. 
Practically all of the ranges in southern California contain a great 
variety of metamorphic and igneous rocks. According .to Engel,G the 
cast and west sides of the Elsinore and Temescal valleys are made up 
of metamorphics, mostly slates, quartzites and phyllites composing the 
. Santa Ana formation of upper Triassic age, and associated with acidic 
extrusives also metamorphosed . These rocks are intruded by diorite 
and various hypabyssal rocks, notably a quartz latite-porphyry which 
is well developed on the eastern side of the Elsinore trough. This 
whole assemblage is in turn intruded by granodiorite forming stocks 
and a batholithic mass which is exposed along the western edge of the 
Santa Ana Mountains, and which includes patches of quartz monzonite 
and gabbro. In his w·ork on the northwestern portion of the Elsinore 
quadrangle, Dudley 7 gives a similar composition to the basement com-
plex of his area. Moore states that the material making up the old 
rocks of the Santa Ana Range is a complex series of slates, tuffs,· ande-
sites, granodiorites and many other rocks. 
'l'he igneous rocks of the basement complex of the entire region 
have thus plagioclase feldspars dominating over the orthoclase. This 
fact has an important bearing on the origin of some of the clays. Pre-
vious to the extensive investigations by Engel, Moore and Dudley, 
little was known concerning the nature of the basement complex, and 
most of the clays were considered to have been derived from orthoclase 
· feldspar by its decomposition.9 The present results, however, indicate 
that those clays which are derived from alteration products of the rock 
masses over a large distributive province came from plagioclase rather 
than orthoclase feldspar. 
Overlying the basement complex are Cretaceous sediments, entirely 
unaltered. Thus the rocks which are intrusive are probably to be 
correlated with the Jurassic batholith of the Sierra Nevada. 
o Engel, Rene, Geology of the southwest qua rter of the Elsinore quadra ngle: 
Geol. Soc. Am. Bull. 43, P. 225, 1932; and unpublished thesis, Cal. Inst. Tech., 1933. 
7 Dudltey, P. H., ThR Gteology of a. J)OI"tion of the PP.ITiS B lock, Southern 
California: Abst•·act, Geol. Soc. Am. Bull. 43, p. 233, 1932. 
8 Moore, B. H ., Geology of the southern Santa Ana Mountains, Orange County, 
California: Pan. Am. G., 1 vol. vol. 54, p. 69, 1930; and unpublished thesis, Cal Inst. 
Tech., 1930. 
o Linton, Robert, Tertiary clays of Southern California : Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., 
vol. 11, No. 10, 1928. 
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Mesozoic Formations. 
Aside from a series of considerably metamorphosed sediments 
which are, at least in part, of Triassic age as previously stated/0 the 
only other part of the Mesozoic which is stratigraphically represented 
in this region is the Cretaceous, whose sediments overlie both the base-
ment complex and the Triassic metamorphics with profound uncon-
formity. The following description of the characteristics of the Cre-
taceous in the Santa Ana Range has been largely contributed by B. N. 
Moore in the course of cooperative field work. 
In the Santa Ana Range province, the Cretaceous sediments fall 
into two main groups, the Trabuco and the Chico. The Trabuco 
formation, Lower Cretaceous, is a red conglomeratic and arkosic sand-
stone. It averages about 200 feet thick. The Trabuco, because of its 
red color and lithologic character, is generally considered to be con-
tinental in origin, but is thought by Moore to be marine. 
The Chico, Upper Cretaceous, is undoubtedly marine, and consists 
of three divisions : (1) a series of well-indurated conglomeratic sand-
stone, much harder and lighter in color than the 'l'rabuco, and which 
contains conglomeratic lenses consisting of extremely well rom~ded 
pebbles of quartzites, slates, and a considerable range of basic igneous 
rocks, similar to the Chico formation found elsewh ere along the southern 
west coast; (2) an overlying series consisting of a considerable thickness 
of sandstone, in turn grading into several hundred feet of finely lami-
nated shales which are blue when fresh, and gray when weath ered; 
(3) a series, uppermost in stratigraphic position, consisting of sand-
s1ones with conglomerate and shale lenses. The total thickness of these 
Cretaceous beds ranges from two to three thousand feet, depending 
upon where the section is measured. The lithology and induration of. 
the Chico is fairly distinctive and it i s easily identified in the field . 
The coal mines of the Santa Ana Mountains, which were mapped by 
Dickerson 11 as Cretaceous, apparently are to be more properly classified 
in the Martinez Eocene. 
So far as known, Cretaceous formations do not outcrop in the 
Elsinore and Temescal Valleys further southeast than Eagle Canyon, 
near Corona, and it is a question ·whether or not the Cretaceous sea 
extended into this province.1 2 
Tertiary F ormat ions. 
Martinez-Santa Ana Range. 
The Cretaceous or older formations are unconformably overlain by 
the Martinez formation of Eocene age. Since all of the clays in the 
entire district described in this paper in both the Santa Ana Range and 
the Elsinore-Temescal Valleys are intercalated in the Martinez, this 
formation is particularly important. 
The Martinez of the Santa Ana Range is of continental origin in 
its lower part but marine in its upper. It differs from the Cretaceous 
in its lighter color, which is buff or light green , and its comparative 
lack of induration. Furthermore, it is distinguished from all the other 
10 Reed, R. D., Geology of Ca lifornia: Am. Assoc. P e t. Geol. , 1933. 
n Dickers on , R. E., The Martine z and T e jo n Eocene a nd assoc ia ted forn1ations 
of the Santa Ana Mounta ins: U. of Cal. Pub. G e ol., vol. 8, No. 11, 1914. 
12 Engel, R ene , Personal cotnmunicatio n, 1 !) 29. 
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formations in t.hc en1irc d istri ct by its c.o n1 (•n t of a considerable amount 
of chlorite. 
The basal bed of the formation is a coarse conglomerate which has 
nnmistakably derived its materials from the underlying Cretaceous. 
It consists of wrll rounded pebbles, similar to those of the Chico con-
glomerates, admixed ·with boulders of COJJ glomerates, sandstones and 
shales, which also exhibit Cretaceous lithologic characters, the shales 
being particularly distinctive. The sources of these materials must 
have been rath er near at hand, for it is inconceivable that the shales 
would long resist complete breaking up in such a ball-mill as the bottoms 
of the streams would have been in the presence of the well rounded 
pebbl es of the conglomerates. 
The basal conglomerate gr ades upward into a variable thickness 
cf subangular arkosic sandstone which in turn gives place to shales, 
th ese generally being lignitic in character. Occasional lenses of coal are 
found containing unbroken fossil r eeds which give evidence of the 
material having been formed in place. The clay horizon , traceable fo r 
11 distance of over eight miles, is associated with lignitic shales. The 
presence of the coal would seem to indi cate favorable horizons for end-
products of the alteration of the silicates to hydrous compounds. The 
sharp change in the chara cters of the materials within the clay horizon, 
in comparison to the strata above and below, is best accounted for by 
a sudden change in the facies of the clay bed, the scattered quartz 
grains indicating considerable alteration in place of material originally 
arkosic sandstone and conglomerate. \Vell-sorted and bedded marine 
sandstones, r emarkably constant in character, overlie the shales and 
contain thin lenses of conglomerates r esembling the basal bed. They 
a I so contain calcareous lenses with distinctive Martinez inver tebrate 
mar in e fossils, including such types as Tnr1'it ella pachecoensis Stanton . 
The entire Martinez formation of the Santa Ana Range, both 
above and below th e shal es, is character ized by the presence of chlorite, 
which is considered to be a distinctive feature of that formation . 
.llarlinez-Elsin01·e-1'emescal Falley Dist·rict. 
Th e clay:; of the El sinore-Temescal trough lie directly upon or 
very close to the basement complex. They possess a much greater 
thickness and diversity of ceramic use than the clays of the Santa Ana 
Range. All of the more valuable r esidual clays, so far as is known, 
are the result of alteration in place of rhyolitic rocks, or of sub-
aqueously deposited volcanic breccias and conglomerates. The trans-
por ted clays are derived from the alter ation of materials in part vol-
canic previous to deposition. 
The age of the non-transported rhyolites was not determined at any 
locality. The sedimentary materials occur in the Martinez formation. 
The effusive activity, giving r ise to the volcanics found in connection 
with the clays of the sedimentary series can only be said to be pre-
lower Martinez, and is not definitely set as to age. 
'l'he clays occurring in this sedimentary formation, whether r esi-
dual or transported, ordinarily lie directly upon the basement complex. 
In the few places they overlap other sediments, which are also non-
marine, these underlying beds consisting of fine-grained and well-sorted 
5-19 01 7 
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sandstones and carhonaceou::; :;;halrs, laid down .in shall ow fre::;h water 
or brackish water. 
The clay horizon in the Alberhill district, consists of two members: 
(1) a series of red-burning residual clays comprising altered rhyolitic 
conglomerate and other materials which rest directly upon the schists 
and intrusives of the basement complex, which in a few places is suffi-
ciently altered to be used as a low grade clay; (2) a series of much 
higher grade transported clays consisting of fire-clays and refractory-
bond clays closely associated with carbonaceous clays and lignite. In 
some cases the last series only is present, resting directly upon the 
basement complex. · 
FIG. 4. Near vi e \v, illu stratin g character of clay and vertical var iatio n in 
beds, which necessitates h and-mining methods. P lastic fire clay occurs above and 
be low a thin bed of coal. P icture taken at outer edge of a coal lens, at upper end 
of Douglass pit in Alberhill district. 'l'he lignitic coal bed here sh own is in some 
places over 8 ft. thick, and t h e ear ly mining was for coal, not clay. 
Above the clay horizons occur sandstones and shales possessing the 
same lithologic characters as the marine Martinez sediments which lie 
above the clay strata of the Santa Ana Range. 'l'he formations within 
the Elsinore-Temescal Valley trough, however, are so badly broken by 
post-clay faults, that correlation of the clays >vith other beds of a known 
age is rendered difficult. 
The only fossi ls which have been found in the clays themselves · 
consist of reeds and other plants, but these do not indicate the age of . 
the deposits. As called to the attention of the writer by Rene Engel 
in the spring of 1930, in the vicinity of I.~ee Lake, a marine invertebrate 
fauna, containing Ttwritella pachecoensis Stanton and positively iden-
tified as Martinez, occurs in fine-grained sandstones overlying the clays 
of the Twin Springs area. A brackish water fauna collected from the 
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bottom of a well at Terra Cottn, immediately sout-heaflt of Alberhill, 
consists of the pelecypod, Cy1·e-~w, '" of doubtful co rTelating- va lue. 
'fhe determination of the age of the clays of the area south of Twin 
Springs rests upon lithologic evidence permitting the correlation of the 
clays of Twin Springs with those of Alberhill . On the basis of the 
present data they are also placed as Martinez Eocene. Like the Santa 
Ana Range and the Twin Springs clays they were deposited in the 
transitional zone between marine and non-marine facies and are in 
themselves of brackish water origin. Abundant grains of chlorite are 
found throughout the stratigraphic series which contain the clays of 
both localities. Furthermore the clays of both provinces are associated 
with lignite or carbonaceous clays, and the presence of coal in Southern 
California ·is commonly assumed to denote Eocene. Also, sediments 
determined as Martinez by their marine fauna, occur in close proximity 
to th e Twin Springs clay mine. The fossil horizon and the clay series 
below, seemingly bear a close relationship and also correspond to the 
mar·ine and i10n-marine facies of the Martine;~, of the Santa Ana Range. 
STRUCTURE 
The structural relationships of the geologic units involved in thi;, 
area indicate that the most recent form of failur·e of the earth's crust 
has been in block-faulting. In the individual clay pits, the question as 
to whether folding of the sedimentary formntions in which the clays 
are intercalated is primarily dependent on and caused by faulting 
movements or is pre-faulting, can not be generalized upon because of 
conflicting evidence. In some of the clay pits evidence is seen of a 
period of rigorous folding preceding the block faulting which gave 
rise to the present mosaic, in others the major folding is unquestionably 
caused by strong fault movements. In those areas which are not 
faulted, the geological relations of the clays are rather simple. 
'rhe clays outcrop discontinuously in a horseshoe-shaped pattern 
whose open end points southeastward. The clay pit localities extend up 
the Temescal-Elsinore Valley, across on the northern end of Santa 
Ana Range, and southward down its western slope. The sediments 
form a broad northwest-southeast syncline in the Elsinore and 'l'emescal 
Valleys, this structure probably being pre-faulting and locally accen-
tuated by drag-friction to movements along the faults bordering the 
graben-valley depression. North of Alberhill, this syncline is further 
warped by folds, the axes of which are transverse to the valley axis, and 
is also cross-faulted 14 so that the clay horizons are repeatedly exposed. 
Commercial clays aJso crop out immediately northwest of the Santa 
Ana Range fault block, in the foothills of that range, and southwest of 
the town of Corona. The principal locality in · which these clays have 
been exploited is the McKnight-Corona Mine, wh·ere the clay-bearing 
series is broken by vertical, flat-thrust, and possibly horizontal faults, 
coupled with intense folding and shearing. 'rhe complexity of this 
structure may be explained by the fact that this locality is near the 
meeting point of the Chino, Whittier and Elsinore faults. 
The clays of the Goat Ranch-Claymont Mine, at the northern tip of 
the Santa Ana Range, apparently belong to the same horizon of the 
1s Dete rmined by Mr. W. P. Popenoe, curator of invertebrate paleontology, 
Calif. Inst. of Tec h., on m a teri a l collect ed by the write r in 1929. 
"Engel, R ., Op. Cit.~ 1933. 
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Mar tinez as those of the McKnight, but exhibit no such complexity of 
structure. Although cut by minor faults, they rather simply dip 
northward down the mountain slope toward the Santa Ana River. 
'l'he beds lapping up on the westward tilted fault-block of the 
Santa Ana Range swing southward from the Goat Ranch locality. In 
the central portion of the range, the formations regularly dip westward 
away from the peak-forming granitic core of the mountain block. 'l'he 
Martinez formation is thus exposed in a broad belt which regularly 
parallels the contact between the basement complex and the sedi-
mentary rocks of the Cretaceous to the east . A bed called the Serrano-
El Toro clay, which belongs to the Martinez formation, crops out 
regularly over a considerable distance, and reveals the simplicity of the 
structure of the sediments of the range. 
DESC R I PTION OF THE CLAY DEPOSI TS 
'fEMESCAL- ELSINORE VALLEY DEPOSI'l'S 
The clays found in the 'l'emescal-Els.inore valley trough make it 
one of the three most important clay-producing areas in the State of 
California as regards quality, variety of material, and tonnage mined. 
Production from this area has steadily increased until in normal times 
over 100,000 tons a year of over 30 distinct varieties of clay are min-ed 
by five major operators. This wide variety of clays is largely pro-
duced from three localities, though numberless pits, scattered through-
out the valley, attest its potential resources. 
'l'hat portion of the 'l'emescal-Elsinore Valley from which clays 
have been taken comprises an area 30 miles long and 2 miles wide, 
running from the town of Corona on the nor'th to a point a few miles 
below Elsinore Lake to the south. Although the clays crop out over 
this wide area only in irregular patches among sandstones and shales 
in which they are intercalated, and vary widely in each outcrop, a 
surprising regularity and continuity of type is found in the materials 
from one pit to another. 
Loca l Geolo gy. 
The only formations which crop out in the valley are schists, 
quartzites, and their intrusive rocks, all of which are referred to the 
basement complex, and a series of 'l'ertiary sandstones, shales, and clays. 
At least a part of the metamorphosed sediments are Triassic in age. 
They consist mainly of thinly-laminated siliceous phyllites which 
usually strike in a direction parallel to the valley and dip steeply. 
Massive quartzite beds are intercalated in these schists, which are at 
times extremely fissile and weather into thin flakes resembling in 
appearance the siliceous shale found in the Modelo or Monterey forma-
tions. The schists do not resist erosion as well as the quartzite lenses 
which stand out prominently as reefs. Occasionally they have been 
sufficiently altered to allow of their use as a low grade ceramic material. 
A portion of the Tertiary sedimentaries are Martinez in age, and 
they resemble the outcrops of that formation in the Santa Ana Moun-
tains. In general, however, the Martin-ez of the latter district appears 
to be somewhat better sorted, the individual beds of shales, sandstones 
and very infrequent conglomerates being slightly more clearly defined. 
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Underlying the known Martinez horizon occur a series of similar 
sandstones, shales and clays, also classed as Martinez, though they are 
thought to be for the most part continental in origin, as is the lower 
portion of the Martinez of the Santa Ana Mountains. They consist of 
well-sorted and bedded arkosic sandstones containing considerable 
amounts of chlorite, muscovite, and biotite, the chlorite being by far the 
most frequent of the micaceous minerals, and whose presence indicates 
the Martinez. 
The continental origin of the sediments in which the clays are 
found is evidenc-ed by the presence of fossil reeds, roots, and upright 
trunks of trees found in an impure coal bed in the clays. Brackish 
water fossil pelecypods, which ar e referred to the genus Cyrena were 
found in a bed of shale, at the bottom of an old well at the abandoned 
tile plant at Terra Cotta, a bout 30 feet stratigraphically below beds 
containing leaf impressions coll ected across th e road from th e plant. 
Th e clip of the beds containing this fossil assemb lage, if continuous, 
"·ould carry them into the same series in which is inter calated the clay 
l10rizon. 
The sediments overlying the clays gradually assume marine char-
actel'istics, similar to the known Mm·tinez of the valley, which may best 
be studied at a fossil locality situated on the nose of the spur above the 
Santa F e tracks south of the gas station at I1ee I1ake. The fauna 
include giant Vene1·ica1·dia, and Tt~?Titella pachecoensis Stanton. 
Overlying the pre-Quaternar~eur patches of Quater-
nary alluvial materials whose thickness varies between wide limits. 
Streams that normallv flowed weshvard but "Wer e unable to maintain 
th eir courses across th.e rapidly rising central portion of the Santa Ana 
Range, were diverted along the base of the scarp, bevelling the softer 
sediments underlying the graben valley floor . In response to further 
diastrophism, the pattern of the stre11 ms was further changed, creating 
the present sag-ponds, of whi ch Elsinore Imke is a notable example. 
•" The deposits of these former streams have be.en considerably dissected 
by intermittant creeks running out of the steep canyons normal to the 
vall ey. The materials making np these remnants consist of boulders 
of the igneous rocks of the basement complex, imbedd ed in a matrix of 
arkosic sandstone containin g weathered feldspar, quartz, muscovite, 
and biotite. 
In structure, the 'l'emescal and Elsinore trough is a · complex 
graben15 lying between the Santa Ana and 'remescal Mountains. It is 
broken up into slices which follow the longitudal axis of the depression, 
with movement observable not only between the upthrown blocks on 
either side but also between smaller units in the valley itself. With 
but a few exceptions, only the down-thrown slices within the valley are 
topped by sediments, the mountains on either side having suffered 
sufficient erosion to carry away the overlying sedimentary series, thus 
exposing the basement complex. 
Structure within the valley, aside from the complex faulting, con-
sists normally of a synclinal fold, the axis of which is parallel to the 
valley. At Alberhill, for instance, the clays dip 5° to 12° SW. clown 
the slope of the hill but come up on the other side of the valley. 
,. Engel, Rene, P r e liminary notes on the g eology of Elsinore V a lley: B ull. Geol. 
Soc. Am., vol. 39, p. 2 67, 192 8. 
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'rhe thickness of the clay member varies widely as a result of 
1 yielding to different modifications of stresses caused by adjustments 
of the earth's crust in response to powerful vertical and horizontal 
forces. Individual clay strata also thicken and thin, varying so much 
in thickness and in character that correlation of the individual beds 
between the different pits is rendered difficult. 
Accurate classification and comparison, must, therefore, rest upon 
careful and elaborate laboratory investigation, in addition to the 
observations made in the field. As stated by Ross, Shannon lG and 
Kerr, 17 the identification and study of the relationships of the minerals 
comprising any clay requires the coordinated study of chemical 
analyses, optical determinations, X-ray examinations and dehydration 
tests made on carefully selected samples. Although no such array of . 
equipment was available in this investigation, thin sections were made 
FIG. 5. Specimen of clay from upper portion of Main Tunnel stratum, 
'llowing bloci<Y character a nd irregu lar patches of sand . Th e c lay on the left 
would be c lassed as refractory bond, that on the •·ight as fire c lay, depending 
upon the amount of contained sand. Natural s ize. 
and examined microscopically of materials representative of the prm-
cipal commercial products of the district. 
The clay minerals were differentiated by petrographic examination 
in three groups: (1) the beidellite (leverrierite)-montmorillonite 
group, with an index of 1.53 to 1.54 and a moderately high birefringence 
of .042 to .022; (2) the kaolin mineral group, with an index of 1.566 and 
a low birefringence of .006; and (3) the halloysite group, with a 
variable index of 1.47 to 1.54, depending upon the amount of essential 
10 Ross, C. S., and Shannon, E . V., The minerals of bentonite and related clays: 
Am. Ceram. Soc. Jour., vol. 9, 1926. 
17 Ross, C. S., and Kerr, P . F., The kaolin minerals: U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. 
Paper, No. 165, 1931. 
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1mter present in the mineral, and completely isotropic. \Vinchell 's 18 
text was taken as the standard in classifications. 
Alberhill District Clays. 
In each complete section in the Alberhill district, three main types 
of clay may be distinguished. 'l'hese comprise all of the principal 
classifications of clays found in the Southern California area. Of these, 
the fire-clays and refractory-bond clays are universally of the trans-
ported class and are usually associated with coal. lVIost of the red-
burning clays are residually derived from materials in part volcanic 
in origin and thus may be partially bentonitic. 'l'he following descrip-
tion is a representative section: 
1. Yellow Top Clay . A sli ghtly gritty, tough, blocky clay possessing 
good plasticity. It has had a good de11l of limonite and vegetable acid 
staining, and finds its chief use in ;;ewer pipe mixtures. About 20 
feet of it is exposed at the main pit at J\lberhill. 
2. Mm:n 'l'ttnnel Clay . 
Thi;; i;; a gray-white, 
blocky clay, po;;sessing 
semiconchoidal fracture. 
Tt contains irr eg ular 
patche;; of fairly coarse 
sand, particularly in the 
upper portion of the 
beds, the lower being 
finer and slightl y car-
bonaceous. 
The heavy minerals 
in this clay found by m e 
of tl1c microscope in-
clndes, in order of im-
port a n c e : magnetite, 
ilmenite, apatite, zircon , 
and tourmaline. A thin-
section of the clay r e-
wals coarse and quite 
angular sand particles. 
Their matrix is a fine-
grained clay material in 
which montmorillonite 
and a brown fibrous 
FIG. G. Photograph of a t hin section of c lay of 
Main Tunnel. Spec im en taken from bottom portion of 
bed, which is less sandy and more carbonaceou s than 
the top part. Taken with ordinary light, magn. 100 x 
diam. 
mineral are by far the largest of the grains seen. Members of the 
kaolin family and halloysite groups are also present in considerable 
quantity, the matrix, in general, showing great change in light inten-
sity between illumination by ordinary light and light passed through 
crossed nicols. An estimation of the percentage of the materials giv.es 
quartz 10%, montmorillonite-beidellite group 25%, halloysite group 
25'/<;, kaolin gronp 20%. The brown fibrous material mentioned 
above and which constitutes about 20 % of the area, is probably a 
replacement of cellulose. 
18 \Vinchell, A . N. , Ele 1ne nts of optka l 1nine ralog-y: .John \ Viley and Son::;, 1930. 
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The following analyses of specimens of this clay have been fur-
nished by the Pacific Clay Products of Los Angeles. 
Sandy 
i\1nin Tunn el 
Per cent 
Ignition loss ___________ __ ________ _ 
SiO. ------- -- -------- - - -- - ----- -
Al263 ---------------------------
Fe.O, ---------------- -- ---------
CaO -----------------------·----
IVIg-0 -- _-- - ---------- - ---- ---- ---
A lkalies -------- --- -- - ----- --- - --
6.97 
72.56 
18.73 
0.63 
0.54 
0.22 
0.30 
l i' inc 
1\fain Tunnel 
Per cent 
12.34 
59.32 
25.67 
1.67 
0.58 
0.26 
0.10 
FIG. 7. Close-up of specimen of carbonaceous clay from Douglass pit which 
represents same horizon as lower portion of lign itic coal bed, and shows varia-
tions in the amount of finely disseminated carbonaceous material. This clay is 
very fine-gra ined, is extremely plastic, burns white and is highly refractory. 
Natural s ize. 
Computation of the mineral analyses by the H. S. \Vashington 1n 
method gives the following results: 
Sandy 
Main Tunn el 
Per cent 
Quartz --------- --- ----- ------ ---
Kaolinite _______ -- _- - - -- -- -- -- ---
Serpentine ________ ___________ __ _ 
Limonite __ --- _____ _ -------- __ ---
Orthoclase _______ _______ _______ _ _ 
Anorthite __________ ________ ____ _ 
Ignition loss -- - - ------ -- -- -------
---
49.5 
44.0 
0.8 
0.7 
1.67 
2.50 
0.63 
Fine 
l\Iain Tunnel 
Per cent 
28.6 
60.5 
0.6 
2.8 
0.56 
2.78 
3.4 
10 Was hing·ton, I-I. S ., Chemical ana.lysis of ig·ne o us rocks: ·u. S . Geol. Surv. 
Pmf. Paper, No. 99, 1917; and J our. Am. Ceram. Soc. vol. 1, 105, 1918. 
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The ignition loss in the above and following tables is due, probably, 
to the presence of more hydrous minerals than kaolinite and to included 
carbonaceous material, in this case, the finer clay being particularly 
carbonaceous. 
'l'he field relations of this material would seem to indicate that the 
original rocks whose decomposition products furnished the clay of this 
bed were partly derived from the phanero-crystalline basement com-
plex of the surrounding region, and partly from rhyolitic tuffs. 
A very large quantity of this type of clay is mined. At the main 
pit at Alberhill, it is about 35 feet in thickness. 'l'he material possesses 
a good working plasticity but the amount of sand within the clay cuts 
down the plastic strength. It fuses at the fairly high temperature of 
cone 30 ( 1650°C). It is very widely used for fire-brick, terra-cotta, art-
ti le, and for similar purposes. 
3. Coal Stratmn. As was imlicatec1 above, the cla_,·s brcome finer 
towards the base of the Iviain Tunnel horizon. This clay is floored by 
an impure coal bed, portions of which were pure enough to justify 
mining in the past for lignitic coal. Other portions of the bed contain 
sufficient clay to be utilized as such. 
A chemical analysis of an argillaceous specim rn follows: 
T gnitio11 los;; _________ __ ____________________ _ 
SiO. ---- - -- -- - - --------------- ---- ---------
Al.b, ---------- -- --- --- ----- ---------------
Fe.O, - - ------------------------------------
CaO ----------- --- -- - --- - - - -- - -- - - ------ ---
1\'Ig·O _____ - ___ ---- _-- -- - - ---------- __ - _-- __ -
/1.1 ka l irs __ ___ _____ ___ ___ ___ _ ---· __ __________ _ 
Coa l Crop, 
Per CPnt 
:i3.84 
:i5.35 
20.74 
2.52 
0.90 
0.15 
1.18 
\'omput<Ition of' tlir throrrti (; <Il minrr<Il <·o11trnt 12,· iycs th e l'ol lo11· ing 
rrslllts: 
Tg·nition loss ------- - --·-----· · ------Qua l'tz __________ __ _________ .. __ __ _ 
K <1o l in ite ___ _____ __ ____ ____ --- - __ _ 
8rrprn ti nc __________________ .. __ __ _ 
Limonitr ------------- - ---- - __ ___ _ 
Orthoclm;r ___ __ ____ _____ _____ ____ _ 
; \ northite __ ___ ------- ------ -- _----
I 
:w.l 
!). 84 
4Fl.8 
0.67 
2.8L~ 
7.00 
4.4;) 
II 
I 'er c•·nt 
8.:-l 
70.0 
1.0 
4.0:> 
10.0 
6.4 
The contained carbonaceous materials are lost in ignition, which 
accounts for its high percentage in column I. In column II, t he figures 
represent the results obtained by eliminating the ignition loss and 
recalculating to 100% . 
'l'he average thickness of the coal stratum as exposed in the main 
pit at A lberhill is about six feet. It is, however, subject to consider-
able variations in thickness, but the more purely lignitic portions of the 
bed are much more constant in this r espect than the relatively incom-
petent argillaceous parts. 
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The mines at Alberhill were originally opened by the combined 
families of Albers and Hill for the purpose of exploiting the coal. 
Inasmuch as eight feet of ligniti c coal is present in some places, the 
project was somewhat successful , in spite of the high ash content of the 
material. In the early days, tl1e la ck of fuels of all kinds and the poor 
transportation faciliti es made even thi,; low grade coal valuable, the 
clay being simply thrown aside. In later years, however, only the 
Mexican laborers mined the material fo r their own use. 
Towarcl the top of the hill, the coal stratnrn grades into a carbon- . 
aceous clay bed which, occasionally, contains 'ghost ' pebbles apparently 
of a material originally rhyolitic. l.Jike the Main Tunnel Clay above 
them, these clays are considered to be mainly transported. 
The argillaceous portion of the bed possesses an excellent smooth 
plasticity, medium-high dry strength, and, when fired, of a ·white or 
buff color. It softens at cone 30 (1650 °0) and on account of its smooth 
FIG. 8. .Nonplast ic "Bone" c lay , showing angula r , irregular s paced 
segreg·a tions of clarke •· fenugi n ous mate •·ial in the bone portions of t he c lay 
bed lying b elow th e coal stratum. A poss ibl e deriva ti on of these particl es 
is to be seen in Fig. 10. 
texture and its excellent working and fired properties, it is widely used 
in art tile, sagger and dry-pressed brick mixtures. 
4. Bone-Clay or SH4 Clay . 'l'he coal is underlain by a four-foot clay 
bed high in alumina, which, when not pisolitic, is a plastic clay used as 
a ball or refractory bond material; but when pisolitic, is non-plastic 
and is termed 'bone. ' Its peculiar texture may vary from a few 
sparsely distributed angular-shaped colites to round pisolites. 
A microscopic thin-section of the plastic material, locally termed 
SH4, revealti that practically all of the mat.eriab in the clay are iso-
tropie or Jwal'ly tiO. 'l'h e mass is so extremely fine-grained that even in 
the largest grains distinction and id entification is very difficult. A 
:;mall amount of hydrornica ancl chlorite was seen. Estimated mineral 
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percentage is as follows: halloysite group 85 % , quartz 3%, carbon 10% 
and hydromica 2%. Apatite, zircon and rutile also appear in this 
section. 
A thin section of the bone-clay which was less plastic than the 
SH4, but more plastic than some varieties of bone, shows about the 
same birefringence as the plastic clay. However , a very weakly aniso-
tropic mineral is present which has about the right amount of bire-
fringence for a mineral of the kaolin group. The pisolites seem to be 
composed of rings of ferruginous material, but do not appear to be 
gibbsite, although they might contain bauxite, which absorbs iron stain 
readily. Estimated mineral percentage is as follows: halloysite group 
80%, kaolin group 5%, 'limonite' 5%, quartz 3%, hydromica 2% and 
carbon 5% . · 
'rhe concentric structure of t he 'bone' type of clay in common 
geological usage indicates the presence of alumina hydrate minerals. 
'l'his criterion, however, 
is apparently not diag·-
nostic and should be ap-
plied with some caution, 
although only the high 
alumnia clavs of this 
district are pisolitic. 
'rhe uses of this ty pe 
of clay have already 
been discnssed in the 
classification of clays. 
,In general clay that is 
ca lled 'soft bone' is 
ground and used in r e-
fractory wares, the 'hard 
bone' is calcined and in-
corporated as 'grog' 1n 
the same m at er i a 1 s. 
Clays of the SH4 type 
arc used as refractory-
bond , or even-ball clays. 
Fw. n. Photomicrograph of "Bon e" c lay . The 
5. Red-bnnting Clays. Jiu·ger white p~tches ar e quartz, the d ark a r e hydrous 
Alb h 'll h b n·on ox1de. 'I a k en w1th ordmary hght, magn. 100 x At er 1 , t e a ove diam. 
section is usually floored 
by an irregular thickness of r ed-burning clays, some of which 
consist of altered phyllite schists of the basement complex, but the · 
major portion of which are badly stained sedimentary clays. The more 
plastic of these residual clays are used in many types of low-vitrification 
wares, while the less plastic are usually cast aside. All of the red-
burning clays in this area, whether transported or residual, have to 
compete with the more accessible clays of the Los Angeles district, all 
of which are of this type. As their principal market is in the Los 
Angeles area, transportation of them either in the raw or burned state 
has been one of their biggest commercial handicaps. Of late years, 
however, the rapid depletion of the better grades of raw materials near 
Los Angeles and the increase of the general quality of clay wares, have 
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caused the Orange and Riverside County tracts to contribute more and 
more tonnage of this type. 
Other Deposits. 
"Within the Alberhill district should also be included the several 
clay pits lying immediately across the valley. I n the No. 23 and the old 
Sloane pits, the clays are similar in ceramic properties and geologic 
char acter istics to the Alberhill Main Pit clays, and probably represent 
the same sedimentary hor izon. Stratigraphically below them occur ·a 
series of argillaceous beds which are best exposed in the Pink Mottle, 
or No. 1 pit of the Los Angeles Brick Company. H er e, a small thick-
ness of alluvial stripping is unconformably separated from the clay 
beds below consisting of ·white 'bone' clay, below which occurs an 
FJG. 10. "Pink Mottle'' blocl<y clay. The clark portions of th e hancl 
s pecimen are reel stained by hydrous iron oxide, the light is cr eam colored. This 
is a n extreme plastic reel burning low v it ri fica ti on point clay, w idely used in 
sewer pipe an d s imila r mixtures. Natura l size. 
irregularly iron-stained clay bed Joe ally termed 'Pink :Mottle,' fol .. 
lowed by a very ferruginous red plastic clay, which is in turn under .. 
lain by a white-burning clay fo llowed by a great thickness of arenaceous 
r ed-burning material. 
Within this pit, t he purer clay of the Pink Mottle bed grades 
into an altered conglomerate along the strike. The pebbles and 
granules show a preponderance in rhyolitic material. Quartzites, 
schists, and a variety of other rocks are present in minor quantities. 
Considerable quart/~ sancl is prrsent which is (jnite angular in form. 
Th e granules of t he material vary in form hom angular to well .. 
rounded, but for t he most par t, they are sub-angular. This con-
glomerate is r egarded as an alluvial deposit. The large percentage of 
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the rl1yolit.e within the lltHdtere<l rock and its water-worn character 
would indicate a Jwarby acid lava flow . The Yariation from plastic 
clay to an almost unaltered conglomerate, with the rhyolitic pebbles 
still glassy and hard, was found to be sharp in most instances. Inclu-
sions of altered conglomerate were found in the clay portion of the 
bed. In thin section, the clay variation of the Pink Mott le bed, when 
studied under the petrographic microscope, is seen to be composed of 
coarse, rounded 'ghost' pebbles, in which, however, but few of the 
original igneous textures can be seen. Estimated minenil percentage 
is as follows : Quartz 50 % , montmorillonite-beidelli te gro up 30 % , 
colloidal iron 15% , halloysite 5% . 
'l'he clays of the Han·ington pit, in th e upper end of the valley, 
and lying on top of the P erri s fanlt block, are very c l o~ely akin to 
those of the Pink Mottle 
p i t, and undoubtedly 
repre~ent the same strat-
igraphic horizon. The 
same succession is pres-
ent, that is: bone, pink 
mottl e, highly ferrugin -
ous plastic, white-burn-
ing plastic, and a huge 
thickn es~; of arenaceous 
red-burning clay ·which 
in turn o v e r 1 i e s the 
schists of t he basement 
complex . 'l'he same ir-
regul ar alteration of the 
rhyolite conglomerate to 
bentonitic clay is also . 
well illustrated here, the 
fi eld relations being ex-
actly similar to the Pink 
·Mottle p it to the so uth. 
South of the Har-
ringto n pit, clays are 
also exposed near Twin 
Spn:ngs Service Station . 
The clay hori r.on has 
been carried up to the 
FIG. 11. Photomicrograph of "P ink Mottle"' c lay 
s howing r es idual structures. The r oun tled lighter por-
tion r epresents a complete ly alter ed particle which was 
originall y la id down as a g ra nule of rhyoli te a nd s ince 
then h as been complete ly a l ter ed by secondar y cha n ges. 
Picture taken w it h ordina r y li ght, magn. 19 x diam. 
surface on the north ern flank of the syncl in al structure, here warped 
by a transverse anticline. Exposures in the vicin ity are poor, practi-
cally all of the a rea being covered by alluvial cl etritus which is occasion-
ally cut through by the rejuvenated streams running out of the canyon 
of the Santa Ana Range. Th e clays occur in the bottom of one of these 
canyons and consist of two types : ( 1) a fin e-grained, extremely plastic 
clay 'which is classed as r efractory bond ; (2) a red-mottled semi-to non-
plastic clay, in some places extremely pistolitic, t he entire mass being 
composed of very well rounded oolites. Und er the microscop.e thin 
sections of this material do not appear to contain gibbsite or diaspore 
hydrate minerals, but is for the most part composed of an isotropic 
mineral whicl1 may be bauxite or of th e hall oysite group, with consider-
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a ll.i c anioitnb; of ' limonite' OC.(;ttrring as clark conce nt.ri(; rillgs surround-
ing the pistolitPs, as staining and r eplacement. 
The only pit south of the town of Elsinore which regularly pro-
duces clays, so far as the writer knows, is a small mine calle(l the 
Wildomar Kaolin deposit. Its importance in this discussion lies in the 
fact that the clays are residual in origin. This deposit lies 2.6 miles 
southwest of \Vildomar on the main highway to Murrieta, and is only 
one of several outcrops. 
At this place, the beds strike N. 37° V'l. and dip 26 ° to the 
south. 'l'hey plunge under the alluvium of the valley, but were not 
observed coming up on the other side. These beds lap up on the 
foothills on the eastern side of the valley, and are terminated by a 
fault which separates the bentonite beds from the basement comp lex 
of the hills to the east. Th e clays are clearly derived from acid-lava 
FIG. 12. "Pink Mottle" clay from Harrington pit. 
This material is a partia ll y a l tered rhyolite-conglomerate, 
the pebbles of w hich in some portions of the bed are still 
vitrified and g lassy, in other portions are altered to clay 
a nd in still others have lost a ll individual characteristics 
from the m a trix and present an e ven blocky appea r a nce. 
One-half n a tura l size. 
flows, which have been altered in place to their present condition. 
Beds consisting of altered rhyolites and rhyliotic tuffs, pumiceous and 
agglomeratic, make up the section. 'l'he beds break very easily along 
the bedding planes of the flows and also along lines of flow-structure. 
Advantage is taken in mining of that fact. While this material has 
been very considerably altered from its original condition, divitrifica-
tion and alteration has not proceeded nearly so far as in the case of the 
Pink Mottle bed. 
A thin section of this material, taken across the flow structure, 
shows nnder the microscope characteristic rhyolitic texture, such as 
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FIG. 13. Hand specimen of m a terial from same bed as of Fig. 10, showing 
possible derivation of angular pisolites in some bone c lays of district. In the uppe1 
left center of photograph, a concentra tion of the fer ruginous material within one of 
the former rhyolite pebbles has given ri se to an a ngu la r pisolite. Persistence of these 
features, however, through complete alte r a tion of the conglomerate to the tyoe of 
clay as in Fig. 12 was not seen. 
Fw. 14. Wildomar pit towards the southeas t, showing remarkably w ell de ve loped 
pa 1·ting with!n th e succe:-;:-;ive Yolcan ic flow :::; . 
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stringers of glass, port ions ol' bubbles and a few phe110erysts. With 
polarized light, only corroded and somewhat oriented quartz pheno-
crysts can be observed, the matrix being isotropic glass. The extremely 
acid nature of the rock is shown by the p1'esence of this type of 
phenocrysts, and by following ultimate chemical analysis from the 
laboratory r ecords of the Pacifi c Clay Prodncts of I,os Angeles: 
Ignition loss ------------------------------ -
SiO. ------------------------ - ----- - -------
Al26, ------------- - -------------------- ---
J~e20" -------- --------- -----~----- - --------
CaO ------------- - -- ------- ------------- --lVIgO _____________________________________ _ 
Alkalies -- --------------- ------------------
"Wildomar Cla.r 
Per Cent 
7.78 
70.14 
14.97 
1.61 
1.58 
.09 
3.94 
FIG. 15. Hand specimen of Wildomar clay, showing agglomerate and the 
finer, cooling cracked, more glassy portion of the base of the next flow at the top 
of the photograph. Natural size. 
'l'he comparative lack of alteration of the material is brought out 
by its high alkali content. It is even better shown in the results of 
computation by the H. S. Washington method of obtaining the theo-
retical mineralogical content of :clay from the ultimate analysis, given 
as follows: 
Quartz ------------ - -----------------------Kaolinite _________ __ ______________________ _ 
Limon~e ----------------------------------
Serpentine ---------------------------------
Orthoclase ---------------------------------Anorthite ___________________ _________ _____ _ 
Pree water ________________________________ _ 
·wildomar Clay 
Pe1· Cent'' 
42.48 
19.7 
2.16 
2.21 
23.2 
7.9 
4.7 
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'l'h c clay is non-plastic <lJl(l is tt sed as a ti ller in va rious mixture::; , 
particularly in stoneware. It bums to a brown color at a rather low 
temperature but possesses a very low shrinkage. Considerable quantities 
of this material have been mined by stripping and hand-loading methods 
and also by a shaft sunk to follow the bed beneath the valley floor. 
Residual clays are found at a commercially unimportant but a 
scientifically interesting deposit immediately across the canyon north-
east of the Douglass pit at .Alberhill. 'fhey r epresent alteration of 
hypabyssal quartz-latite porphyry which intruded the metamporphics 
of the basement complex. Subsequent alteration of the igneous rock 
has been so profound as to make this clay intermediate in decomposition 
between the residual clays of the Wildomar pit and the softer portions 
of the Pink Mottle bed of the Pink Mottle and the H arrington pits. 
These residual clays, all of which unquestionably represent alteration 
in place, exhibit three stages of progressive alteration , just as the same 
variation is found wi thin the above mention ed Pink Mottle bed. 
MCKK TGIIT-CORONA CLAYS 
Local Geology. 
'l'he elongated tri-
angle which lies between 
the Chino fault, t h e 
Whittier fault and t he 
Santa .Ana Canyon, is 
very com plicated str nc-
turally and increased in 
complexity towards the 
apex of the triangle on 
the south, where t h e 
Chino and \V h itt i e r 
faults merge and join 
into the E lsinore fau lt. 
'l'he trace of the \Vhit-
tier fault bounds t h e 
south side of th e Puente 
Hills, crosses Santa .Ana 
Canyon , turns southeast-
ward, nnd c ontinu es 
a long th e boundary of 
the main block of th e 
r a n g e as the Elsinore 
fault. The Chino fault, 
F1G . 16 . Photomicr ogr a ph o f \Vilcl om a r c l ay 
showing r emarlmbly well clevelopecl tuffaceous struc-
tures, such as stringer s of glass, broken shells of 
bubbles, etc. Taken with ordinary lig ht, magn. 100 x 
di a 1n . 
the existence of which has been th e subj ect of considerable discussion 
among geologists, also bounds the P uente Hills, but on the eastern side, 
and continues south\Yard, bounding the foothills to the south of the Santa 
Ana River , and eventually joining the ·whittier -Elsinore f racture-zone. 
Both of these fault systems are primarily rever se faults in char-
acter and indicate a considerable shortening of the earth's crust. 
Compressional forces, producing thrust movements along reverse-faults 
in sediments, normally result in folding and faulting structures in 
eith er th e lower or npper block whi ch parall els the zone of fracture. 
Examination of the fo lds and fnults of the trian gular block together 
G- B017 
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\ritli its eontinwl1io11. tlil' l'lll'llt-(' lfills , siJm1·s t!JM t· !Jos<~ st.rnctiii'CS 
which give evidence of shortening are, in general, perpendicular to the 
axis or bisectrix of the Y thus produced. This fact would seem to -
indicate that the Chino-Corona and the Santa Ana Range blocks moved 
nortlnvard with respect to the Puente Hills, although a drag in the 
folds in the vicinity of the Chino fault block indicates that there may 
have been differential horizontal movement corresponding to the dis-
placement of the San Anllreas rift. Thus the Puente Hills block may 
be acting as an in com potent mnss bet\\·een competent cast-west blocks 
bounding tl1e north side of the T1os Angeles Basin and the blocks to 
the south. 
The steep rise of the land surface from the head of the alluvial 
fans above the Corona plain to Sierra Peak appears to be due to a 
series of step-faults. Four main step-blocks may be distinguished, and 
each of the four blocks is topped by successively older formations, 
according to their position relative to the core of the range. On the 
bottom block, which is separated from the alluvial-covered block by a 
fault, lie sandstones, shale, and conglomerate beds of Martinez age. 
'L'hey a.t·c sepal'ated from the Cretaceous sandstones and shales of the 
next block by a fault-scarp . 'l'hese C1·etaceous sediments of the second 
step abut the granodiorite;; and metamorplties of t he basement complex 
in fault contact on their western side. 'l'o the west of this belt of 
crystalline rocks, the Cretaceous beds again outcrop, the relationships 
being a depositional contaet. These sediments have a fairly strong 
westward dip and in turn are faulted against the crystalline rocks of 
the crest of the range. 
In addition to the northwest-southeast fracture-zones , the steps are · 
further cut by innumeTable cross faults which are roughly perpen-
dicular to the major structure. These cross-fractures are predominantly 
reverse in character, frequently having clips as low as 20° or less. 
While the movement along the individual zones of slippage is small, the 
total shortening would aggregate many feet. 
The axes of the folds of the sed iments in the triangle also trend 
northeast-southwest. The clays lie between relatively competent beds 
of sandstone and conglomerate and form a very favorable plane of 
slippage, along which major and minor movements have taken place 
when the attitude of the beds was favorable. At the McKnight mine, 
for instance, just south of Tin l\Iine Canyon , the sedimentary series 
strike N 65° E and clip 25° to the south. This attitude has apparently 
placed the clay bed in a position favorable for th rust-slippage, for it 
has suffered considerably. 
The l\'IcKnight clay beds are intercalated in the sandstones and 
conglomerates of the Martinez formation which is ·exposed in the first 
step-fault block. Tbe clay beds represent the end product of a process 
of deposition of increasingly fine material and grade downward in the 
section to arkosic sandstones ,,-hich in turn pass into coarser and coarser 
conglomerates. These conglomerates are composed of well-rounded 
pebbles of quartzites, fine-grained intrusive rocks, intermediate in com-
position, schists, and infrequently older re-worked conglomerates, sand-
stones, and shales. 'l'he matrix is a coarse, arkosic sandstone containing 
considerable amounts of chlorite, biotite and muscovite. 'l'he conglom-
erates grade into sandstones and shales above, the mineral content · 
remnining abont th e same. 'l'h rre is no doubt that a cons icl crnble 
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portio11 of th ese materials we re <i<'ril' ed f ro111 Cret-m·eo us S('(limelll.s, <J IHl 
that t l1 eir source was 11 0t fat· away. 
Above the shales and clavs Jie mas!':ive san dstones in which a 
Martin ez E ocene invertebrate fauna was found, including such forms 
as giant Ve?w?·iccwclia a11d T1l'ITit ella pachecoens-is Stanton. These fos-
sils were found almost immediately above the clay horir.on. 
Description of the Clays. 
As previously indicated, t he clays lie in a more or less plastic zone, 
and the transition from sandstone to clay to sandsto11 e is not abrupt. 
Th e sandstones below are green ot· buff, but as they approach the clays, 
they become darker in color, passing into shades of gray. The clay bed 
is overlain by shales which are nniversn ll y stained red or pink by ieon -
oxid e, in part depositccl 
with til e sed im ents or 
drril' ed f rom tile imm e-
diate beds m a i 11 1 y 
leached from th e over-
ly ing sed im ents and <1e-
positec1 on top of tile 
imperm eab le la y e r of 
c J a y s. These stained 
shales were used in the 
p a s t ns red-burning 
lo1r -vitrification c lays, 
beca nse t hey were ::;uf-
ficiently a rgill. ace o u s. 
'l'hey are , however, no 
longer exploi ted. 
Th e major portion 
of the clay str atum is 
com posed of a flint fire-
e l a~ · , more or less sandy 
nn<l well-in d ura te d, 
\l'hich contains a va ria- J.' ;c. 17. P h otomicr-ograph o f the :VfcKnight flint 
fire c l~IY :-:;h o wing- its texture. T a k en \Vilh urdina r y 
hle mnonnt of gray or li g h t, mag n. J oo x rliam. 
black fin ely dissrminated 
ca r bon. In places the carboJHlceous materia l is concentrated in lenses 
and pockets of coal, in which occasional lenses of pisolitic bone-clay may 
be fo und. I n other places, ver y little carbon is present, and len ticu la r 
bodies of an extremely hard light-gray fire-clay may occur with or 
without th e regul ar black fire-clay. 'l'he white or light-gray clays lack 
t l1e toughn ess of the darker portions of the bed, contain considerablely 
Jrss quartr. snn d and break, when exposed to the air, with conchoidal 
fra c:ture. 
U ncler the binocular miscoscope, the coarse sand is s·een to be made 
np almost entirely of clear , well-rounded qnartz, ancl infrequent . 
badly altered feldspar minerals. Heavy minerals fou nd , in order of 
frequency, include the following: 
1. Ilmenite, frequently showing traces of rhomboheclt·a l fo1·ms. 
2. Magnetite, silver gray in color. 
3. 'l'ourmaline, light brown , but onl y slightly pleochroic. 
4. Sphale rite (?) with good cleavage, black, opaq11 e, and resinous. 
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A thin section of a sp ecimen of fire-cla y, wh en exami1wd uuder the 
petr·ographic microscope, sho\red an extr emely fi ue-grained mate rial, 
with the larger particles of quartz making up about 30% of the slide. 
Estimated mineral p ercentage of t he matrix is as follows: kaolin group 
35% , montmorillonite-beidellite g roup 30 '/c , halloys ite g roup 4 '/o and 
chlorite about 1% -
The followin g analyses were obtai1ted from 1l1 c Pacific Clay Prod-
ucts, who own and operate the l\fcKnig ilt Mi ne : 
H inck McKnii;'h t H eel M cKnigh t 
Ignition loss __ ___________ ---- ---
SioO., _______ __ ________________ _ 
.LU. o-. ---------- -- --- ----- --- -- -
Fe.o. --------------- --------- -
CaO - - -- -------------- -------- - -
1\tlgO ___ _____ ----- - -- - ------ - --
Jl.lka lies ___ ___ __________ __ ____ - _-
fire-cla y r"d-llu min i;' 
P er cent Per ce nt 
10.62 
57 .38 
27.G2 
2.0G 
1.90 
.11 
.13 
8.73 
G3.8G 
2Ui2 
4.12 
.2± 
.09 
.83 
Calculation by the H. S . ·w asltington me1hod of the mineral con-
tent, ignition loss set aside, g iws th e elay the f oll owing th eoretical com-
position: 
H l:1 ck M cKnight Heel i\l cKn ight 
Quartz ___ ____ ___ ______________ _ 
Kaolinite ------------ -- ---- ----Serpentine ____ _______ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Limonite ___ ___ ________________ _ _ 
Albite ______ __ __ _______ __ --- -----
Anorthite ____ ____ ___ _______ ____ _ 
1:<--,ree-water _____ __ _____ _ - ___ __ - --
fire -c la_v rc·d -llnming 
PPl' cc·u t: P e r Cl' llt 
23.2 
G0.10 
2.50 
2.±3 
1.2;) 
0.-l-:) 
1.7 
33 .15 
52.50 
.19 
4.20 
7.20 
1.20 
.70 
On account of the predominance of plagioclase in the original 
rocks of the basement cou1plcx, hom whieh tl1i s clay was derived and 
later deposited under transit ional to ::;ha llow marin e conditions, the 
alkali content has been calculated as soda. 
'fhe fi re-clay has a fair plasticity, a medium low-dry strength and 
is granular and friable \rhen dry. Stee l hardness is devel-oped only 
at a very high temperature . The softenin g point is cone 33 (1745° C.). 
It has a low shrinkage due to t he amount of sand contained in it. 
It possesses excellen t haucl-moulcling qualitirs an d is largely used for 
that purpose. 
'l'he Red McKnight Red-buming clay was formerly used as an 
ingredient in sewer pipe and brick mixtures. It h as a better plasticity 
than the fire-cla y although it is weakened by th e large amount of sand. 
Fingernail-hardness develops at cone 010 and steel hardness at cone 7. 
Tt has not been Ininecl for a number of years , the previous large pro-
duction ceasing when the clay products plant at Corona burned clown. 
The McKnight mine is one of the oldest clay-producing properties 
in southern Califomia, operation !'; having begun as early as 1890. Most 
of th e mining is carTiecl on un dc r·ground , overhead stoping methods 
being· employed . :Minor fa nHing has !SO broken up tl1e tire-clay str atum 
that the spur in which t he min e is locat ed is literally honey-combed 
b~' t he tumw ls mHl r11 iscs d ri Yen into it by t he exploiter s in an effort 
to find and ext ract th e clays. 
GOA'J' HA N (' !! 0 1 ~ l"LA Y ;\ ION'l' (' f.d1.Y:; 
Loca l Geology. 
A v11 lu able d epos it of clay is mined on t he northern tip of the 
Santa An il Hange by th e Glildcling J.\IcBean Compan y, and th e prop-
ert-y is kno\Yn as t he Goa t R an ch or Clay m ont mine. Clays in th e 
Yi c inity of Goilt R anch have been ma pped by English 20 ilS Cr etaceous, 
th er efore subsequent 1n-iter s hilxe assum ed that all of th e clays belong 
to t hat geologic<ll p eriod. English, however, may haYe referred to 
so me long-sin ce ilbilnclon ecl pits, for t he cl 11ys now min ed belon g to an 
ent ire]_,. cl iffp r cnt geological f orma t ion. S1riltig raphic r elationships of 
1he hori;r,on s n o,,· produ cing , indicate tha t th ese c l a~·s are i\Iartin c;r, 
EocPnc in ap:e. and not pa rlie r. Th e lignitic shal rs in \\·hi ch th e fli n t 
fi r· e-clay bccl i ~ inte realilted , grad e clownwarcl into a roa rse sa nch;ton e 
rrn emd'ormnbly deposit ed over the Cr eta ceous, Chi co, se ri es . The 
Ch ieo here ex posed consists of a bed of coarse conglomerate overlying· 
a fin ely lamin a ted r r clcli sh-bl ack shal e, ag-gregatin g a t least 1000 feet in 
th ickn ess . T he actual contact of coa r se sand stone wit h the con glom-
erate 11·as n ot exa min ed, but the at tit udes of the underl y ing conglom-
eriltes appcilr t o haYe a slightl y greater clip in the vicinity of the mine. 
Althongh n o dia gnostic fossil s were found in e ither the upper or lower 
member , t l1 er e is no cloubt th a t th e shales are Cretaceou s in age, for 
th r mi(lcll c po r· t ion of thnt formation , t o \Yl1ich th e ~hal es belong , is 
nn iqn e in its l i1"110logic char11ct er . 'J'h e material aboYe the conglom-
r rah:>s . on the o1·l1 er hand , strongly r esembl es th e Mal'ti11 e;r. of t il e 
S<lllt<l Ana l\Ionn tains. 
Th e h<Jsnl conglomerat e, <1lthong-h coarser , of t he lVIa rtincz for nHl-
1 io n as exposed in Siher-a clo Ca nyon , is exactly like th e coarse sand -
sf·on e in gen er al appearan ce and indura t ion , and an an alogous bed in 
1il e Cret fl ceons is no t to he fo und. Tl1 e shale and sandston e pebb l e~ 
in cluclCfl in th e conglom r ra1·e are similar iu th e two localiti es, and th e 
;ls~l 'lllblage of materi11l s diffe r on ly i n p roportio11 , th e bed flt Si lverado 
Canyon h a vin g· t h r morr srcl inwntm·.v p ebbles . It also rossessrs a 
s1rikin g· 1· c ~cm bl an ce to t he conglom er ate 11·hi ch nncl er li cs tile 1VIcK nigh t 
fir c-clfl y . · 
Eng:lish 2 ' st a tes that th e prese nce of: glau conite is charfl ctcrish c 
of' t h e l\'Ia rtin e;r, of the north ern end of t l1 e Sant a Ana Mountains. Th e 
presen t invest ig-at ion r eveal cd 11 0 p:lan conite, but instead a large amou n t 
of: chlorite, \Yl1i ch , wh en abnncl ant seems to be confined to t he Martinez 
of th e entire Sn n t a Anfl l\Ionntain s. 
'l'h e clfl ss ifi ca tion of th e age of t he clays as Martine;~, Eocrn e, 
ra1h r r th an Cr etaceous. as 1"11 e_v haYe heretofore been con sider ed , i~ 
f'm·Owr st r eng:tl1en ecl b~· t l re remarkable similm·ity in manner of oce m -
r en ce, minrrn l assemblag-e, and in ceram ic properti es between the 
Corona-l\1cKnight and th e Goat R<1n ch clays, and also clue to the 
c>O E ng li sh , vV . A .. Geology a n d o il r esources o f the Pu ente Hills, Souther n Cnli-
ro rni a : u . s. U<·o l. :'l UI" V .• Hull. 76 8, 1 nr;. 
:!I E n g l i:-; h , \ V . A. , 0/J. C it .. , p . 1 2 . 
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presence of ostrea beds towards the middle of t he o;ection \Yhich 
r esembles the beds near Twin Springs. 
If this assumption is t rue, a str ong unconformity should exist 
below the conglomerate member. A normal section of the Cretaceous 
of the northern Santa Ana Mountains shows th at the formation is 
composed of three broad members as follows : ( 1) a top layer of sand-
stones and conglomerate which is about 700 feet thick; (2) a section 
of dark-colored finely laminated sh ales, about 1500 feet thick; and (3) 
another layer of sandstones and conglomerates, which aggr egate about 
800 feet in thickness. Inasmuch as the g1~eater pa rt of the top sand-
stone member is completely missing, a hi atus is indi cated sufficient for 
uplift and erosion of at least 600 feet of material. 
A north erly-dippi1i g monocline fo rms the prin cip al structure in 
th e central port ion of the extreme north ern end of the Santa Ana 
Hangc, in wh ich t he Cre-
taceo m; a nd l\Iarhncz 
~cdimcn ts d i p st<'cply 
a.11·ay from the basement 
complex of the range. 
In the vicinity of t he 
Goat Ranch , the becl~:> 
nearly parallel the long 
surface which runs clown 
toward the Santa Ana 
River . On th e south end 
of t he Claymont prop-
erty a harc1re~istant bed 
of fti n t fire-clay forms 
the capping of th e hills 
extending from Sierra 
Peak toward Santa Ana 
Canyon. 'rhe dip of the 
beds take them below 
the surface at a variable 
rlista ncc fro m the west 
F rG. IS . P hotomicrog raph o f th e C:oa.L Hanch lin e. 
flin t fir e cla y , showing compar a tively coa r ~c t exture. 
Til e fibrou s chlori te at upper edge m ay b e clinochl orile. Description of the Clays. 
Taken wi th o r·clinary li ght, rnagn. 100 x cli a m. 
Of th e hni type~ of 
day \Yhich occur on the property, th e flint fi re-clay or marine clay 
which is min ed by tunnel in t he canyon is by far the most valuable. 
It is a persistent bed of hard black clay conta ining considerable 
amounts of carbon and lies stratigraphically above the lighter colored 
clay exposed on the edge. Like the McKnight clay bed, it r epresents 
th e en d-product of a process of deposition of increasingly finer 
material. Its aver age thickness Yaries from four to seven feet . 
Lignitic coal lenses occur above t he clay bed, which occasionally 
itself takes on a lignitic character . On top of the ridge, however, the 
clay contains practicall y no ~arbon and is light-grny in color. Qnartz 
sand is disseminated t hl'ougl1 out tbe t.: lay a n(l is al so ~on centrat ed in 
lell o;es, which in places coHtain too large a proport ion of it to be valnab'le. 
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BelO\\. is found an extremely pisolitic ' bone' clay, which has apparently 
not been mined. 
A thin-section of a S]Wcimen of: th e flint fire-clay hom th e top of: 
ih e ridge shows under the microscope that it is composed of about 45'/o 
quartz, 40 '/o kaolin group minerals, 12% chlorite and 3 '/o minerals of 
il1e halloysite gronp. 'l'h f' grains of quartz are by far the largest of the 
min era ls in the section. Th e chlorite, which is light-brown and 
pleochroic, is in the form of long thin-fibrous masses, with a bire-
fr ingen ce of about .015. 
'l'h e clays of this deposit are used for the same purposes as those 
of the McKnight-Corona.. Since the,v have a high fusion temperature 
(cone 34 or ]755 ° C.) , they are principally used in making high-
refractory fire-brick. Some of: the shales which burn red and vitrify 
at a low tPmp f' I'ahJrr b~· r eason of their hi gh iron co ntent have been 
l!Sf' cl for commnu brick and tile but thc~r can not now br. minPcl in 
c·omprtii'ion \\·it h t hr more ra.sily accessible and better clays of Tr.nwscal 
Vnlley. Jn mining the fii· e-clay bed. the Gladding-McBean Compan~r , 
who operate t he proper-ty, ru n tunnrls up th r. dip of the bed from th e 
hracl of the canyon, trnm the clay to clmtes which cn rry the material 
to loading· bunkers at the canyon bottom. l'ra cti call y all of the clays 
arr nsecl at the J\lberhill plant of the company . No figures on the 
ycar·ly tonnage min ed l1ave been S('Cnrecl . 
SEIWAN O OR EL 'J'ORO Cf, A YS 
'J'he SPrrano clay brcl outcrops alm1g- th e west-central portion of 
tilr Santa Ana Moun tains from Trabuco to S il verndo Creeks, just east 
of th(' 2\'[ocljPska Roacl. Th e nea r est t0\\'11 is El 'foro. which lies 10 to 
15 milrs from 1h r Yarions mines. S ince the principal producing mine 
is on t he' SPrrano Hanch. the clay;; herein described may be called the 
~r rrano , or J<;i Torn ci<Jys. 
Local G eology. 
The sanclston "s in which th e Serrano beds are intercalated have 
been ma rped as V a.q ueros Miocene by prev ious workers22 in the field. 
fn th e course of t he presen t investigation, however, it was found that 
1·!Jr formation more closely r r.sembl ecl the Martinez in the other portions 
of 1he Sa nta Ana Hang-e. Th e abnnrlance of chlorite and the induration 
-of th e material were notable criteria which did not agree with the 
definitely known Vaqueros formations. Jn the course of: mapping the 
areal exten t of the bed, both Dr. Bernard Moore, who also worked in the 
area, nnd the writer traced the clays with only one short break in con-
linuity , into a seril's of beds which were established as Martinez on the 
b11sis of an in vr ri'ebrate f nna. found very close to the clay exposure in 
S i lwrado Canyon. 
'l'h e Martinez fo rmat ion of th e Santa. Ana. Mountains is, in t he 
main , made np of mass ive mmrlstones which when fresh are white or 
green , depending upon the amount of chl orite present, but which upon 
weathering become a. uniform bn ff. Th ese sandstones overlie a basal 
bed of ronglonwrate. The conglom erate becl in S il verado Canyon is 
:!:! l) if' ke r:-;on. 1 . E .. Th e 1\hu·t in e z ::t t1l1 'Te jon Eocene and assoc iated forma-
tions of th e Sn.nta A n a lllountain s : U . of Cal. Pub. G e ul., \'O I. S, No. 1 1, 1911. 
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FIG. 19. Outcrop of the Serrano clay bed looking southeas t from the top pit of 
the Serrano tnine . The heavy 'vhite line de notes the surface inte rsec ti on of t he c lay 
bed \Vhich li eS \Vi tl1in the lVfartin ez fonnati on . rfh e compa,ratively g entl e \\'CStern 
s lope of t he Santa Ana t ilted bl ock is ev iden t. Photo by B. N . 1lfoo1 ·e. 
FIG. 20. Close-up of t h e Serrano pit lool,ing in the opposite direction. 
The beds at this point are a lmost vertical. Dark green s h a le lies at the base 
of the bed to the right and a localy r es ista nt bed of buff sandstone overli es 
the c lay stratum. Modjesk a g r ade is in the distance . 
made up of pebbles of quartzite, dacite, slate, shale, and sandstones, 
which have apparently been largely derived from the sandstones, shales, 
and conglomerates of the Cretaceous, and this character is typica l of tl1 c 
bed wherever it wa s obsen·ecl. 'l'h c pebbles average one to t1ro in ches 
in diameter and the harder materials are wcll-1·ouncl cd. The matrix is 
an arkosic sand in which considerable amounts of chl orit e arc present. 
Description of the Clays. 
'l'he clay bed constitutes an easil y mappable unit and can r eadily 
be distinguished from th e r emainder of the :Jiartinez by reason of its 
plasticity, white or pink color, and the ease of erosion in contrast to 
the harder buff sandstones. 'l'!J e !Jed \\'H S l'l' ;JcliJ~r t ra ced f or almost 
eight miles, its outcrop 
being almost a contin-
uons line and only 
uroken by minor fault-
ing. The largest dis-
p lacement seen occurs 
along; a northwest-
soutlwnst fault which 
nms through the eli-
ride just north of the 
Serrano mine. 'l'he 
beds in this vicinity 
han a clip of 75° to 
the south and a strike 
of N. 65° W. 'l'he 
fault plane is very 
cl osc to vertical and 
lia s a strike of N. 75° 
IV. .Apparently the 
exi sting field relations 
were brought about by 
Y e r tie a l movement 
along th e fa.ult with 
1·hr northeast block 
rc!atiYely rising 1rith 
respect to the other 
h!ocl;:. Thi s was fol-
1 01recl hy erosion to the 
present level. 
The clay bed lies 
a hont 2200 feet above 
the base of the Mar-
tinez at Trabuco Creek , 
FIG. 21. Bottom pit nt Sen·nno min e, showing 
n1assi\·e, bl ocl-.::y chat·actct· of t he clay bed, \Vhich dips 
7 ;,o a \va y f rotn th e obsc t·Y et·. Th e con tact be tween th o 
Se rntno clay and the unde rl y in g ~Teen s hal e can be seen 
on eith o1· sid e of th e tt·u ck-w~y. at t he sid es of the 
picture. In n1ining practice, the lo,ve r porti o n o f the 
face is blasted out and th e upper p01·tion of t h e c l if( 
i s then caved. 
abont 200 feet above at tl1e Santiago-Aliso cl iYide, and about 250 feet 
<I boYe in Silverado Canyon , and is here ] ::SO i'crt <1 boi'C a series of 
lignitic shales and clays \Yhich arc belieYed to r epresent nea rly t he 
same horizon as the Goat HmH:h materials. 1\ lthongh the clay beds 
of these two locaJihes mav not be co ntinuous nm· of cxact lv t l1 e s·ame 
l1orizon , th ey certainly ap[>L·oacil e<~t:il ofilrr clo,;cly in the st~·<lt i gntphic 
se 1·i es ancl \I'PI'e l<~icl down unclcr si n1ilar ('Ondi1ions. 
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The main mass of the bed of fine, 1rhite sandstone of which the clay 
bed forms the base, contains little alteration products and is com-
posed mainly of quartz. A sharp increase in the amount of clay in 
the matrix of the sandstones may be detected at the upper contact 
of the clay bed:. Immed iately belo\\· the bed lies a fine-grained dark-
green chloritic shale, w!Jich, when ,,·eathered, is dark-red. It overlies 
lenses of lignitic shales which vary widely in size and cont ent of 
carbonaceous material. Jn Silverado Canyon is a coal lens of sufficient 
purity that the Sou1·hern Pacific Hailway once mined it before the 
d iscovery of oil. This coal outcrop 1ras consid er ed as Cretaceous by 
Dickerson and others but is here more correctly assigned to the lVIar-
tinez. A sharp contact exists behreen the green shale and the over-
FIG. 22. Hand specin1en of Se:.T ano c lay, illustrating ccon1pa.ratively coarf;e sand 
particles irregu larly ernbecld ed in the n1atrix of fine clay. Natura l si ze. 
lying clay bed , and only small amounts of chlorite arc fo und "·ithin 
the clay bed itself. 
Almost universally the upper portion of the clay st ratum is 
stained various shades of pink or r ed, the iron-oxide having apparently 
been derived from the sandstones above. The main part of the clay 
bed is usually gray-white, but, with inclus ions of carbonaceous material, 
or ferr ic oxide, it may vary widely in color along the strike. 
The remarkable continuity of the clay horizon, and its sharp differ-
entiation from the sediments in which it is intercalated, indicate a f:iucl-
den and temporary change in the materials laid down during that por-
tion of Martinez time. The original material of th e bed i:,; consiclct·ed to 
have been deposited a:,; a11 altered arko:,;e because of th e irregularly 
scattered sand particles in the clay 1nat rix , and to h aYe been further 
a ltered to its present state since rleposition. Th e field relationships 
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suggest that the clays are in part bentonitic, and that a portion of 
the materials whose decomposition products gave rise to the clays is 
volcanic in origin, so that this horizon may be a near correlative of the 
Alber hill ceramic materials. Microscopic examina t ion , however , fails 
to r eveal any positive criteria t ending to prove such a deriva tion , 
although a few features are suggestive. 
'rhe material of the bed consists of grains of slightly impure sand, 
imbedded in a matrix of bydrons oxid es and silicates of iron and 
alumina. l\ficroscopic examination shows t he coarse particles t o be 
clear quartz, which is rounded, subangular , or infrequently, angular. 
Altered f eldspar gra.ins are also present in minor qnantities and are 
too much kaolini zed for exact determination. Chlorite, :mel in minor 
amount<;, biotite and 
muscovite, were also 
found . Heavy miner-
als present, in order of 
frequency , m~e : ilmen-
ite, in irregular grains 
partially pocketed and 
coated by leucoxen e ; 
tourmalin e, yellowish 
irregular grains and 
p ri sms; staurolite, in 
light brown irregular 
p: rain s; magnetite, 
somPw ha t altered ; al-
mand ite, light brown, 
irreg-nlm· in shape; 
and J1,Vrite, badly al-
tered but frequently 
11·ith some suggestion 
ol' isometric form. 
Thin-sections of 
th e Serrano clay show 
11nder the microscope 
thaJ there is a large 
FIG. 23 . P hoton1icr ogr aph of Serrano clay, show-
ing- texture, a nd the r elat ion of t l1e quartz to i ts m atrix. 
Taken w i th ordinary li gh t, magn. 100 x diam. 
(] iscrepancy between the sand por'tions and their extremely fine matrix. 
The material is composed of about 55% quartz, 25~Yo montmori llonite-
beidelli te, 15% halloysite group and 5% chlorite. One or two structures 
were found which would suggest a. partial tuffaceous origin, although 
they were not clear enough to positively identify t he material as such. 
'rhe following chemical analyses were obtained fro m t he laboratory 
records of the Pacific Clay Products of IJOS Angeles, who operate the 
Serrano mine : 
S err:lll O Pln ~t: i e SPIT:I n n AvPI':I;:P Sc•rran o \\·,I, h<•d 
l 1Pr CP II t" PPr <'Pil t 11('1' ('Pll t 
Ig11ition loss _____ _____ ______ __ 1L57 
SiO , --- - ------ -- ---------- -- :)4.08 
AI"O, -- ---- -- - -- ---- - - ------ 30.00 
Fr"O,, __ __ _____________ ______ 2.!i7 
CaO ------ -------- ---- ---- -- .~G 
:\lgO --- - -- -- ------------- -- .4:) 
Alkalies -------- -- --------- -- .2 :) 
8.42 
6!5 .04 
22.65 
1.41 
.10 
.2l) 
.21 
14.02 
47.44 
:3 6.06 
2.40 
'\o ne 
\:on e 
.14 
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The analysis of Serrano Plastic was of a specimen selected from a 
lens containing more clay and less quartz than the average. Serrano 
Average is the ordinary run of the mine material. Serrano \Vashed 
is the clay after most of the quartz has been remo ved by washing. 
Computation of the min erals of the clay from the ultimate analyses 
by the H. S. Washington method gi\·es th e following: 
Serrnno Plast ic 
I'er er n t 
Quartz ______ ______ ________ __ 18.00 
Kaolinite __ __ _______________ 73.1 
Serpentine ___ _____ -- ____ _ --- 1.0 
Limonite _________ ·-_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 3.0 
Albite --- -~ - -- -------------- 1.2;) 
Anorthite _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 4.19 
Free water ---- -- ------ -- ---- .60 
Serrano . •\.vcrng-c 
l'rr crnt 
38.40 
59.1 
.57 
1.68 
1.12 
1.05 
.2:3 
Sermno \Va shed 
Per crnt 
4.83 
90.5 
None 
2.9 
.77 
None 
1.3 
A Yariable portion of the bed is stained by iron-oxide solution, 
usually consituting the upper third to half of the clay stratnm. \IVhen 
iron-oxide is contained in sufficient amounts visibly to stain the clay, 
it lowers the fusion point and colors th e bnrne(l ware, so that the 
material can only be used for cheaper products. '1'11us little of this 
clay is used. 
The white clays are used in face-brick anc1 low-grade fir e-brick 
mixtures. \Vhen washed, they may be used for china clays and slip 
clays, although but little material has ever been employed in these 
capacities owing to the cost of preparation. Partially washed and 
gTound, they can be and are used for white stoneware products. The 
natural clay burns buff at cone 10 ( 1260° C.) and has a mod erate 
shrinkage at that temperature. 'rhc washecl clay burns white at a high 
temperature, but becomes darker when cone 20 to 26 (15:10-1595 ° C.) 
is reached. As \Yonld be suspcctetl , th e \Yashed clay has a high shrink-
age and a tendency to warp. · 
Production varies considerably, the high est tonnage r ecorcled being 
in 1928, when about 10,000 tons \Yere m inerl. The cost is high because 
the clay must be hauled by truck to El 'l'oro, as much as ten mil es 
distant, loacl e(l into raihn1.\- cars and shipped from there to th e ]~os 
Ai1g:el es district. 
Important clays also occnr in 'l'ralmeo Creek on the S<mta :Marga-
rita Ranch. These comprise a \\"iclc range of ceramic types and are 
similar to the Alberhill and Senano transporte(l fire-clays. 'rhey 
were also deposited within th e }[artinez formation in a transitional 
zone between marine anrl continental areas of sedimentation. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Bordering the Santa Ana Range in Riverside and Orange Conn1ies 
are found clays which make this area one of the three major-producing 
districts in California. Th ese clays compr·ise more than 30 different 
ceramic types, but may broadly be classified into fire-clays, refractory-
bond clays, and red-burning clays according to commercial use, and 
into resiclual and transported types according to origin. 
In the residual clays, <I few of the extremely low-grade deposits 
are considered to hm·e been deriYccl from the decomposition of phyllites 
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of the uasClli CII1. eo111plex, ]Jilt th e oth ers arc thought to r epresent the 
product of a process of deYitrification and alteration of aphanitic 
and igneous material, mostly rhyolitic, and thus to be partially bento-
nitic. F'urther, ll'ithin this class are found some deposits in which the 
volcanics have been altered in situ., bnt most of the commercially 
important clays of this type are the result of the alteration of the 
rhyolitic portions of a sedimentary series of conglomerates. 'fhese 
conglomerates occur in close conjunction with clays of the transported 
class, which are mostly derived by alteration of the f eldspars of the 
plutonic rocks, but ,,·hich in minor amounts, may have been derived 
from extrusive igneous rocks. 
In th e case of the transported clays, \l·hich are universally asso-
ciated with coal, the processes of normal weathering, aided by abund-
ant carbon dioxide, are thought to be the cause of alteration, divitrifi-
cation, and kaolinization which together gaye rise to the formation of 
the clays. No such explanation , howeYer, is considered adequate to 
reconcile the existing field relations found in certain of the residual 
clays which are derived from rhyolitic materials in the sediments. This 
probl em is reserved for future discussion . 
Structurally, the clays are found to reflect the diastrophism 
(faulting and folding ) to ,,.h ich the enclosing seclimen ts have been 
subj ected. On the basis of a number of geological criteria, all of the 
deposits and sediments are in ag-e definitely assignetl to the lVIartinez 
formation of th e Eocene porti on of Tertiary time. 
